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THE ARGUMENT DELAY AND OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES 
OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF n-th ORDER 
JÀN OHRISKA, KoSice 
(Received November 5, 1977) 
In this paper we shall investigate the n-th order nonlinear delay-differential equation 
(1) M̂ X̂O + KO """WO) = ^ ' n > 1, 0 < a < l 
on [tQ, oo), where 
(i) 0 й p{t) e C^to,oo)l КО ^̂  ^^^ identically zero in any neighborhood Ф{со), 
(ii) т(г) 6 C^to,oo)^ 4 0 ^ '̂ l i ^ 4 0 = ^ ' 
f->oo 
(iii) a == r/s, where r and s are odd natural numbers. 
Without mentioning them again, we shall assume the validity of conditions (i), 
(ii) and (iii) throughout the paper. 
Our purpose in this work is to give an analogue of Theorem 1 of [3], and some 
results concerning the influence of the argument delay on oscillatory properties of 
solutions of the equation (1). 
The basic initial-value problem for the equation (1) can be described as follows: 
Let ф(г) be a continuous function on an initial set E^^. Suppose that UQ\ j = 1,2,. . . 
,.., n — 1 are arbitrary real numbers. Find a function u[t) defined on E^^ u [Го, T) 
(Г ^ oo) which satisfies the initial conditions 
uito) = Ф{to), u^'Kto + 0) = i/̂ '̂> for 7 = 1, 2, ..., n - 1 , 
u{T{t)) = ф{т{t)) for T{t) <to {te [to, T)) 
and for t G [to, T) satisfies the equation (1). This function u[t) is called the solution 
of the equation (1). 
Suppose that there exist solutions of the equation (l) on an interval of the form 
[b, oo) where b ^ tg. In the sequel we shall use the term "solution" only to denote 
a solution which exists on [b, oo) where b ^ tg. Moreover, we shall exclude from 
our considerations solutions of the equation of the type (l) with the property that 
u{t) = 0 for r ^ Ti where to й T^ < oo. 
We can now define a function that we shall need later. 
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Definition 1. Let y{t) = sup {s ^ Го | Ф) S t} for t ^ Го-
From this definition we see that t ^ y(t) and T:{yit)) = t. Another property of the 
function y(t) is contained in the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. For every t such that tg -^ t < оэ, the value y(t) is finite. 
Proof. Assume that for some t^ G [ÎQ, OO) the assertion of the lemma is false. Then 
for every natural number k, there exists a point Sj^ > k such that т{8^) й t^, which 
yields a contradiction with (ii) and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Definition 2. A solution u(t) of (1) is oscillatory for f ^ ô if there exists an infinite 
sequence of points {ti}fLi such that u(ti) = 0 and ti -^ oo for i -> oo. A solution 
u{t) of (1) is nonoscillatory if there exists a number T2 such that ÎQ ^ T2 < 00 and 
u{t) Ф 0 for t è T2. 
L 
L LiCKO and M. SVEC [3] investigated the diff*erential equation 
(2) u^"\t) + p{t)u%t) = 0, 
which can be obtained from (1) by putting т(г) = t. For the equation (2) they proved 
the following theorem (the theorem 1 in [3]): 
Ttieorem A. Let p{t) be a positive continuous function on [to, 00). Let n > U 
0 < a < L 
a) Let n be even. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for all solutions of (2) 
to be oscillatory is 
Л00 
(3) x"<"-^>jt?(x)dx = cx), t > tn 
b) Let n be odd. Then condition (З) is necessary and sufficient for every solution 
of (2) to be either oscillatory or tending monotonically to zero together with its 
first n — 1 derivatives as t -> 00. 
For the proof of the theorem that will be an analogue of Theorem A, we shall 
need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let u[t) e C^j^^y and let either 
(4) u{t) > 0 , w(">(r) ^ 0 for t ^ t . ^ T , 
or , 
(5) u{t) < 0 , u^''\t) ^ 0 for t^ t^^ T. 
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Let u^"\t) be not identically zero in any neighborhood tP(oo). Then 
1) there exists a number /2 ^ 1̂ such that the functions w -̂'̂ (r), j = 1, 2 •. _ 1 
are eventually of constant sign on [̂ 2̂  00); 
2) there exists a number /c e {l, 3, 5, ..., n — 1} or /c e {0, 2, 4, ..., ^ -̂  i | y 
is efen or odd, respectively, such that 
(6) u{t) u^J\t) > 0 for j = 0, 1, 2, ..., /c anc/ ? ^ Г2 . 
( - 1 ) ' ^ + ^ ' M ( 0 « ^ ^ ' X 0 > O /or j = k+l,k + 2,...,n- 1 and t > t^ ; 
3) either 
(7) i/(s) . lim M̂ *̂>(î) > О for j = 0,1,2, ...,q and s ^ Г2 , 
f-+00 
lim M(J>(() = 0 for j =^ q+ l,q + 2 , . . . , n - 1, 
t~*oo 
where q = k if u{s) . lim и^Щ > 0, and q = к ~ 1 if к > 0 and Km u^^Ht) = 0 or 
(8) limMO*)(;) = 0 for j = 0,l,2,...,n-l 
t-*ao 
ifk = Oand lim w<*>(r) = um u(f) = 0. 
Proof. We give a proof for the case when (4) holds. The case (5) is treated similarly. 
Now suppose (4) holds. Then и("-^>(^) is a nonincreasing function for t > t^ and 
is not constant in any neighborhood б'(оо). This implies that exactly one of the fol­
lowing is true: 
ai) «( ' '~ i ) ( r )>o for t ^ t i , 
bi) «<"-!)(() < 0 for t^ T^"-i> à t, . 
From b,) and (4) it follows that there exists a number T«""^' ^ Г^"-^> such that 
M<" ^'(0 < 0 for г è Т['~^\ Likewise, we have u^''-^\i) < 0 for г ^ T<"-'> > 
^ Ti" ^\ ..., u{t) < 0 for f ^ r{°) ^ r{i>, which is a contradiction, since м(0 >"o 
for t ^ ti . Thus El) holds. 
Now we know that и^-Щ is increasing and concave for t ^ t,. Therefore 
exactly one of the following possibilities holds true: 
^2) «'"~'*W > 0 for t^ П"~'^ ^ t, , 
b^) u < " - ) ( 0 < o for t ^ t , . 
From a^) and a^), we obtain that цС-з^л > Q for t ^ T^"-'\ ^ Ti"" ' ' . Analogously 
we get «('-*)(0 > 0 for f è П"'' ^ ц.-г,^ ^ „(^) > 0 for t ^ Г ^ ^ ri^>.Thus 
the functions uW)(f) ( j = 1,2 « _ j) ^^e of constant sign for t sufficiently large. 
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^̂  ' is decreasing and convex for t ^ t^. Then exactly one of the 
following is true: 
аз) и^'^-Щ > О for t ^ t , , 
Ьз) и^'^-Щ < О for г ^ Тз^"-'> ^ t, . 
Here we can repeat the whole argument and show in this way that the functions 
u^^\t) (j = 1, 2, ..., n — 1) are of constant sign for t sufficiently large (e.g. for 
/ ^ t2), and the first part of Lemma 2 is proved. 
The second part of Lemma 2 follows from the proof of the first part. 
Now, we prove the third part of Lemma 2. By (6) we have Mm u^^\t) ^ 0 and if 
f-*oo 
к > 0, then lim u^J\t) > 0 for j = 0, 1, 2, ..., /c - 1. Moreover, (6) implies 
t-ooo 
Пте'^^ЩйО. Suppose lim uC+i^f) = - a ^ (a Ф 0). Then «<"(<)< 0 for 
r (à Ï2) sufficiently large, which is a contradiction, since u^''\t) > 0 if f ^ Г2- So 
lim и^'^'-Щ = 0. Further, (6) implies lim u^^^^\t) ^ 0. If we assume Hm u^^^^\t) = 
= a^ (a Ф 0), we obtain м^^+^ (̂/) > 0 for Г ( ^ 2̂) sufficiently large, which is a con­
tradiction, since u^^"^^\t) < 0 if t ^ t2' Thus lim м^̂ '̂ ^>(г) = 0. Analogously we get 
lim ц<' + ̂ >(г) = lim M<*-̂ >̂(t) = . . . = lim M<"-I ' (0 = 0 • 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1. Let 0 < a < l , n > l being a natural number, 
a) Let n be even. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for all solutions 
0/(1) to be oscillatory is 
(9) Г[r{t)Y^^^-'Kpit)dt^aO. 
b) Let n be odd. Then condition (9) is necessary and sufficient for every solution 
of (1) to be either oscillatory of tending monotonically to zero together with its 
first n — 1 derivatives as t -^ GO. 
Proof. Sufficiency. •- Let u{t) be any nonoscillatory solution of (l), i.e. there 
exists T^ to such that u{t) Ф 0 for Г ^ T. Without loss of generahty we may suppose 
further that u(t) is positive on [Г, 00). Then (see (ii)) there exists t^ ^ T'^ tg such 
that u{T{t)) > 0 for t ^ t^. Now, by (l), we have u^"\t) ^ 0 fox t ^ t^, but u^"\t) 
is not identically zero in any neighborhood Ф(оо) (see (i)). It is clear that this function 
u{t) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. So we can use the assertions of this lemma. 
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Now suppose that (7) holds. Integrating (l) successively n — q — i times from 
f (^ 2̂) to 00 we have 
(10) M<"-i'(i) = p(x) M"(T(X)) dx , 
J ( 
-и^"-Щ = rix- t) p{x) U°"(T(X)) dx , 
(11) ( -O'-u '^-^) (t) = ^ Г{х - 0 — p{x) «lr(x)) dx 
{n-q-iy.J, 
Integrating (11) from v^ to V2{t2 < Vi < V2) we obtain 
(12) ( - l ) ' - V « ' ( r , ) - ( - l ) " - V " ( t ; , ) = 
{n- q- 1)!J„, 
+ ^ , f "[(^ - t 'l)"""* - (^ - v,)"-"-'! P{x) U1T(X)) dx . 
n- q- 1)!J„, 
It is easy to verify by induction that 
(13) {v2 - v,y-^-^ й{х - vif-^-^ -{x- ^2)""'"' 
for Üj < «2 = ^• 
Therefore (12), together with (13) impHes 




(x - Ui)"-«"' p(x) M'«X)) dx + 
[n-q- 1)! J„, 
Let n — Ç be an even natural number. Then we see from (6) that к is odd if n is 
even and к is even if и is odd. For this reason n — fc is always odd. Thus q + k. But 
then q — к — t (by Lemma 2). Now (6) yields 
and 
u(«+»)(f) = ««(f) > 0 for t^t2 
u(«>(f) = и^'^'Щ > 0 for t^t2. 
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Hence u^^\t) is an increasing and positive function if Г ^ 2̂- It is clear that the first 
integral on the right-hand side of (14) is positive. Therefore we have from (14) 
(15) u'̂ X^a) > (f2 - v^y n-q-1 p(x) u'^(r(x)) dx 
{n-q-l)l 
Let q > 0. Integrating (15) from v^ to t(t2 ^ f j ^ f) we get 
м(«-1>(г) - M<«-»'(i;i) > ^- \{t - üi)"-« Гр{х) u%x{x)) dx + 
{п-яУ-l Jt 
The second integral on the right-hand side of this inequality is nonnegative and 
u^^~^\vy) > 0 (by (6)). Thus we can write 
(16) u<«-1V) > — ^ {t - v,)-^ Гр{х) и%х{х)) dx . 
Analogously, an integration of (16) q — 1 times from Uj to t yields 
(17) и^^-Щ > - ^ ., {t - v,)"-"'-' rp{x)u\ix))dx 
[n-q + iy. j , 
4 0 > r - ^ , (t - v,y-' Г Pix) u%x{x)) dx . 
Note that for q = 0, the inequality (17) reduces to the inequality (15) (just replace 
Vi ,by 0- Therefore, for n ~ q even, we can consider the case ^ > 0 together with 
the case q = 0. 
Since (17) holds true, we get for ( ^ ^(y,) 
u«0) > 1 
(« - 1)! 
« 0 - ^i)"-^ p{x) u%r{x)) dx ; 
r(t) 
this implies directly 
(17') u{x{t)) > — Ц - (t(0 - v,)-' Гр{х) и%х{х)) dx . 
Raising both sides of the inequality (17') to the power a and multiplying by p{t), we 
obtain 
P(t) « Ф 
r r p ( x ) M t T ( x ) ) d x 1 ' r ^ U« - i)U 
{xit)-v,r'-'Kp{t). 
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Integrating the last inequality from y(vi) to t [t ^ y{^i)) we conclude 
(18) — ^ i r Г p{x) U\T{X)) dxl ' - Г Гр{х) и\т{х)) dxl 
1{П - 1)U JyivO 




I P{X)UXT{X )) dx < 00 . 
Thus from (18) for r -^ 00, we get 
1 
1 - a 
ГЛОО n i — a n -j "la Л 00 
p{x) uiixj) dx\ è (т(х) - v,r"-'^ . p{x) dx . 
The left-hand side of the last inequality is a positive and finite number. Since the 
right-hand side is nonnegative, it is also finite, which yields a contradiction with (9). 
So, if (7) holds and n - qisan even number, we have a contradiction. 
Again, let (7) hold. Now Ы n — q be an odd natural number. Then, by Lemma 2, 
we obtain q = k. Thus from (6) we have 
and 
w(^+i)(f) = и^^'-Щ < 0 for t^t2 
Hence u^'^\t) is a positive decreasing function for t ^ 2̂- I^ is ^̂ ^У ̂ o see that the 
second integral on the right-hand side of the inequahty (14) is positive. Therefore 
from (14) we get 
u^->\v,) - u^''\v,) > ^ - - - ["'(x - rO"-«-^ p{x) u%ix)) dx 
[n-q- 1)!J„, 
and for Ü2 -> 00 
(19 ) U^'>\V,)> ^ - I {x-V,)^'-^^-'p{x)u\x{x))àx. 
{n-q- 1)!J,, 
Let q > a. Integrating (19) from ^3 to t (tj < v^, < i) yields 
1 ' " (20) и<«-1>(г) - мС-^^з) > {n-q)\] 
{x - Гз)"~« p(x) M''(T(X)) dx + 
+ r - ^ , f °°[(^ - ЪУ-' - (^ - 0"""] M u\x{x)) dx 
(«-«)U. 
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It is easy to see by (13) that {t - г;з)""^ й {x - v^y~^ - (^ - 0""^ ^^^ v^ < t ^ x. 
The first integral on the right-hand side of (20) is positive, and by (6), u^'^~^\v^) = 
= u^^'~^\v2,) > 0. Thus from (20) (replacing ^3 by v^) we obtain 
(21) и'^-Щ > — ^ {t - v,y-^ Гр{х) U\T{X)) dx . 
The inequality (21) coincides with the inequality (16). So continuing as above we 
successively get the inequalities (17), (17') and (18), contradicting again (9). Thus 
we have a contradiction with (9) for n — ^ odd, g > 0 provided (7) holds. 
Now let ^ = 0, и — ̂  = n being odd. Since q = к so the inequality (6) gives 
u\t) < 0 for each t ^ t2. This means that u[t) is a positive decreasing function for 
f ^ 2̂- Because the conditions (7) still hold true, so Hm u{t) = с > 0. Hence 0 < 
< с < u(t) ^ u{t2) for each t ^ 2̂? ^^^ for t ^ 7(^2) we get 
0 < с < u{t) ^ W(T(^)) й u{t2). 
These inequalities imply that 
0 < c"" p{t) < p{t) u\T{t)) = -u^''\t) . 
Integrating the last inequality n-times from t to 00 (t ^ y{h)) ^^^ using (7), we 
obtain 
^a poo 
{x - tf ^ p{x) dx < u{t) - с . 
(^ - l ) 'Jt 




(T(X) - )>(f2))"- ̂  P(x) dx < u{y{t,)) - с 
(« - l)Un(t2) 
where 72(̂ 2) = y{y{h))- Since a(n — 1) < n — 1, we conclude that 
(22) c" 
(n - 1)! 
(T(X) - 7(̂ 2))̂ ^"-̂ > P{X) dx < U{y{t2)) - с . 
yiiti) 
We already know that 1̂ (7(̂ 2)) — с is a positive and finite number. Because the 
left-hand side of (22) is also positive, it is finite, i.e. 
f (T(X) - у(<2))"'"~^' p{x) dx < 00 , 
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but this is a contradiction with (9). Then we have a contradiction with (9) if ^ = 0, 
n — q = n is odd, and (7) holds. 
Now consider the case when conditions (7) are not satisfied. But then conditions 
(8) are satisfied. This means that if (9) holds and (l) has a nonoscillatory solution, 
then this solution satisfies (8). We know (see Lemma 2) that conditions (8) are 
satisfied only when /c = 0 and if hm u(t) = 0 and, further, that /c = 0 only if n is odd. 
f->oo 
Hence the proof of sufficiency is complete. 
Necessity. — Let 
Г [т{г)у-''^ p{t)dt < 00 
Then there exists a number t^ > ÎQ (we can assume t^ ^ Q) such that 
1 
(23) 
l{n - l)!j J 
lT(x)Y^-'^p{x)dx< 1. 
y(ti) 
We show that if (23) holds then there exists a nonoscillatory solution of (1) which 
does not tend monotonically to zero together with its first n — 1 derivatives as r -> cx). 
Let us consider a solution u{t) of (1) which satisfies the initial conditions 
(24) M(i) = 0 for teE,„,, = [t„y{t,y], 
u'(y(f,) + 0) = u"{y{t,) + 0) = ... = u^"-'\y{t,) + 0) = 0 , 
u^"-'\y{h) + 0) = 1 . 
Let «2 be the first zero of u{t) greater than ^((j). Then u(t) > 0, and u(z{t)^ g 0 
for t e {y{ti), t2). Looking at (l), we see that «<">(«) ^ 0 for 16 {y{ti), fj), i.e. u^"-^\t) 
is nonincreasing on this interval. It is easy to show, using (24), that there exists 
^e{y{ti), (2) such that u^"-'\i) = 0 and u^"-'\t) > 0 for ts{y{ti), i). According 
to the Taylor theorem, we have by (24) 
„(,) = ï^ i :^*Ai^ (, - X',))-' + < - ^ ^ ' .'-w 
for te[y{t,), ^2], where rj = y{t^) + ^{t ~ y(rj), 0 < 5 < L Hence (l) and (24) 
imply 
or 
*̂=' "^'^^Hr^'i^r' '" '̂ W''-"'̂  
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We know that t(t) e [f j , ^2] for t e [v(ti), «2]- Because t^ ^ 0, then also (using (24)) 
1 
(26) u{t) й 
(n - 1)! 
From (25) and (26) we obtain 
1 
f-^ for fe[ f i ,7 ( ( , ) ] . 
(27) м(т(0) ^ 
(n - 1)! 
[ T ( 0 ] " - ^ for te[y{t,),t,]. 
Using (27) in (1) we have 
(28) -u<"'(0 ^ P{t)l<t)r"^'' for < e ( K r . ) , f 2 ] 
Integrating (28) from y(ii) to £, we have 
(29) -u("-'\i) + м<"- '̂̂ ;7(fl) + 0) ^ 
L(i - i )ü Jv«.) 





y ( ' i ) [ { n -
к « - i )U Jy(tt) 
i.e. 1 < 1 and this contradiction completes the proof. 
As we have said, Theorem 1 is an analogue of Theorem A. Moreover, it is a ge-
nerahzation of Theorem 3.6 in [1], of Theorem 2 in [2], and also of those parts of 
Theorems 1 and 2 in [4] which hold true for 0 < a < 1. 
II. 
We start the second part of this paper by two definitions. 
Definition 3. We shall say that the equation (j) (j = 1, 2) has the property Ф, iff 
at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
a) All solutions of (j) (j = 1, 2) are oscillatory. 
b) Every solution of (j) (j = 1, 2) is either oscillatory or tending monotonically 
to zero together with its first n — 1 derivatives as Г -^ oo. 
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Definition 4. Let the equation (2) have the property Ф. We shall say that an argu­
ment delay т(г) influences the property Ф of the equation (1) if for this т(г) the equation 
(l) has not the property Ф. On the other hand, if for some argument delay T(Ï) the 
equation (l) has the property (P, we shall say that т(^) does not influence the property 
(!) of the equation (l). 
It is clear that if J"" p[t) dt = oo, then the conditions (3) and (9) are satisfied, i.e. 
the equations (2) and (l) have the property 0. Thus in this case the argument delay 
does not influence the property Ф of (1). We shall therefore assume in the sequel 
that i"^ p{t)dt < 00. 
Theorem 2. Let 0 < a < 1 and let an argument delay т(г) influence the property 
Ф of the equation (1). Then 
(30) l iminf^^ = 0 . 
t-*oo t 
Proof. Let (30) be false, i.e. 
rit) lim in f -^ = 2<5 > 0 for some ^ > 0 . 
t-*ao t 
Then there exists an infinite sequence {̂ }̂Г=1? h~^ ^ ^^i к -> со such that the 
sequence 
h Jk=l 
tends to 2Ô. Therefore there exists T(ô) such that 
'^-^ > 2Ô - Ô = Ö for every t > T{ô) 
Hence 
which yields 
Now we have 
^a(n-l) < 
0 <ô < ^ ul for t > T(ô) 
ul for t> T{ô). 
•^(^pa(n-l) 
/ * 0 0 ЛОО Лоо 
^ain-1) ^«(„-D (̂̂ >( ^^ ^ [T(0]^(" -1> . p{t) dt й f^"~'^ . P{t) dt 
and from this we see that J°° ['̂ ^(0]''̂ ""^^ • КО ^^ ^ ^ holds true if and only if 
jQo ^a(/i-i) p^^^ ^^ ^ QQ Now, using Theorem A and Theorem 1, one can see that 
the equation (1) has the property Ф if and only if the equation (2) has the property (P, 
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i.e. the argument delay does not influence the property 0 of (l). This is a contradiction 
with the assumption of the theorem and our proof is complete. 
The following example shows that the condition (30) is not sufficient for the 
property G of (l) to be influenced by the argument delay x{t). 
Example 1. Consider the equation 
(31) u\t) + t-''^'\u'^\t'^^) = 0. 
Then J°° p{t) dt < 00, lim [т(г)/г] = О, j°° T%t) p{t) dt = oo. Now we see that (30) 
t-*oo 
holds true, but both (31) and the equation 
u\t) + t-''^'\u'^'{t) = 0 
have the property Ф. 
Theorem 3. Let 0 < a < 1 and J°° p{t) dt < оэ. Let J°̂  t^ p{t) dt < oo for some 
ß e (0, a{n — 1)) and let (3) hold true. Then every argument delay т(г) which satisfies 
(for t sufficiently large) the inequality 
(32) т(г) ^ K . r ^ / ^ ( " - ^ > , K>0 
influences the property (9 of the equation (l). 
Proof. From (32), by (i), we have 
(33) p{t) [т(г)]^("-1) й К^^""'^ . t^ p{t) 
for t sufficiently large. Integrating (33) from T (sufficiently large) to oo gives 
Лоо /•oo 
0 < [T(0]^^"-^'^ . p{t) dt й K'^""'^. t^ p{t) dt 
J T J T 
< 00 . 
Thus 1°° [T(^)]'^^"~^^ . p(t)dt < 00, which means by Theorem 1 that the equation 
(1) has not the property 0. Since (3) holds true, so the equation (2) has the property 
Ф and the theorem is proved. 
Before stating further results we establish the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3. Let f{t) e C^^^^^y Then 
hmmf—^-^ > 0 
f->cx5 \nt 
if and only if there exists a number г > 0 such that f ^ f(t)for t sufficiently large. 
Proof. Suppose that f й f{t) for some e > 0 and t sufficiently large. Then 
ein f ^ Inf{t) or 
In / 
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for t sufficiently large. Therefore also 
iiminfMi)^e>o. 
f-̂ oo In t 
Conversely, if 
lim mf -^^ ^ = с > 0 , 
t^oo Int 
then for every ê  > 0 (e^ < c) there exists T(si) such that 
In/U) 
Inr 
> с - ei or f{t) ^ f ' for t > r(ei) . 
If we put e = с — ßi > О, we have f ^ / ( / ) for ^ > T(si). The lemma is thus com­
pletely proved. 
Lemma 4. If f{t) e C^to.oo)^ / ( 0 = ^ ^^^ lini/(r) = oo, then 
t-*oo 
f-^oo t t-*ao I n ? 
Proof. The function F(x) = In xjx is decreasing for x > ^ because 
„ , . 4 1 - In X _ _ 
f '̂̂ x) = < 0 for X > e . 
x^ 
Now we choose T so large that f(t) > e for t > T (this is always possible since 
hm/( / ) = oo). Since/(r) й U we have F{f{t)) ^ F(r) for f > Г, i.e. 
Mf)^^^ or ^ ^ M L ) 
/ ( / ) ~ r ^ " Inr 
For t > T. From this we obtain 
limmf-^— < hmmf-
f-*oo ^ f->oo I n ^ 
and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 5. Let f{t) e С̂ ^̂ о̂о) and f(t) > 0 on some neighborhood (Pi(oo). Then 
Inf(t) , 
lim sup -^ < 1 
f->oo In t 
if and only if there exists a number e > 0 such that f{t) ^ t^~^ for t sufficiently 
large. 
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Proof. Suppose that f{t) S t^ ^ for some e > 0 and t sufficiently large. Then 
In/(f) S (l — e) In f or equivalently 
Inr " 
for t sufficiently large. This implies that 
Conversely, if 
hm sup — -"-^ ^ 1 - e < 1 
f->oo In t 
hm sup ^ ^ = d < I , 
t-*co In t 
then for every ê  > 0 suchthat d -\- s^ < 1 there exists a real T[si) (we can assume 
r(ei) > I) such that 
M l ) < ^ + г, or f{t) й t'^'' 
In t 
for t > T(si). This completes the proof since the number d + e^ may be written in 
the form 1 — e where e > 0. 
Theorem 4. Let 0 < (x < 1 and j"^ p{t) dt < oo. / / Ĵ ^ f p{t) dt = oo for every 
8 > 0, then an argument delay т(г) which satisfies the condition 
(34) l i m i n f i ^ ^ > 0 
t-^OO Ы t 
does not influence the property (9 of the equation (l). 
Proof. Since 1"̂  f p(t) dr = 00 for every e > 0, the equation (2) has the property (9. 
We know by Lemma 4 that both the conditions (30) and (34) can be satisfied 
simultaneously. It means that the condition (34) alone does not ensure the vahdity 
of the assertion of Theorem 4 if no further assumptions are made. 
If (34) holds true, then by Lemma 3 there exists a positive real &i such that f^ ^ т(г) 
for each sufficiently large t. From this we have 




i.e. the equation (1) has the property Ф. It means that the argument delay т(^) does 
not influence the property (9 of the equation (1) and our proof is complete. 
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Theorem 5. Let О < a < 1. Let J°̂  f^"~^>. p{t) dt = oo, and 
(35) I t''^"-^^~\p{t)dt < 00 
for every e > 0. Then every argument delay т(̂ ) which satisfies the condition 
(36) h m sup ^ < 1 
f-+oo In t 
infiuences the property Ф of the equation (1). 
P r o o f . Since J°° f ( " - i ) . p{t) dt = oo the equat ion (2) has the property Ф. Now, 
in order to prove the theorem we must show tha t the equat ion ( l ) has no t the property 
Ф when (35) and (36) hold true. 
If (36) holds true then by Lemma 5 there exists a positive real s^ such that т(^) ^ 
^ t^"^^ for sufficiently large t. 
Hence 
lT{t)Y^"-'\ p{t) й t^'~''^'^"~'^. p{t). 
Since (35) holds t rue we have 
and also 
Лоо 
/ 4 - . < . r - _ i 4 . Ч - < 0 0 . 
rir{t)r-'-^Kp{t)dt 
F r o m this inequality we conclude that the equat ion ( l ) has not the proper ty Ф and 
the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 6. Let 0 < a < 1 and J^ t^^""'^^. p{t) dt = oo. Let 
(37) rfp{t)dt < 00 
for some с e (0, a(n — 1)). Then every argument delay т(^) which satisfies the con­
dition 
(38) h m sup ^ < 
f-*oo In ^ <x{n — 1) 
influences the property Ф of the equation (1). 
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Proof. We know that the equation (2) has the property Ф because |°° f^»-^). 
. p(t) dt = 00. As above we must show that the equation (1) has not the property 0 
when (37) and (38) hold true and then the theorem will be proved. 
From (38) we have 
.. In т(^) J с 
lim sup -̂̂  = a < . 
t-*oo Int cc(n — 1) 
Then for every e > 0 there exists T(s) (we may assume T(e) > l) such that 
^ 5 ^ < J + e for t>T(ß) 
Int ^^ 
and 
T{t) й t^^' for t > T{e) . 
From this we conclude that 
(39) [r{t)Y'-'^. p{t) й r(^-^^)«(«-i>. p{t) 
for t > T(e) > 1. Now if we choose e such that 
0 < г ^ --^-~ - d, 
(x[n — 1) 
we obtain from (39) that 
[<0] '^"~ '^ . p{t) й f p{t) for ^ > T(e) > 1 . 
This impHes by (37) that 
^"[T(t)Y"-'Kp{t)dt< 00. Г 
It means that the equation (1) has not the property 0. This completes the proof. 
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